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Nesta is an innovation foundation. For us, innovation means 
turning bold ideas into reality. It also means changing lives 
for the better. This is what keeps us awake at night and gets 
us out of bed in the morning.

About Nesta |Our purpose

We bring bold ideas to 
life to change the world 
for good.

Nesta is an independent non-profit innovation 
foundation, based in the UK.

We support and develop new ideas that tackle 
society's big challenges.



Through Nesta’s Open Jobs 
programme we have been 
working on data-driven 
projects for helping people 
navigate their future careers, 
skills and job opportunities
J. Djumalieva, A. Lima, and C. Sleeman, “Classifying occupations according 
to their skill requirements in job advertisements” (ESCoE DP 2018-04)

J. Djumalieva and C. Sleeman, ‘An open and data-driven taxonomy of skills 
extracted from online job adverts’ (ESCoE DP 2018-13)
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1. To identify how workers in roles 
at risk due to automation can 
build on their existing skills and 
experience, and transition to 
more secure jobs.

2. Develop a methodology for 
measuring the resilience of 
workers to various types of 
economic shocks, including 
COVID-19.

Key aims of 
the Mapping 
Career 
Causeways 
project
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Report out now Today...
● Brief overview of the project

● Methodology for 
recommeding career 
transitions to more secure jobs

● Use cases & key findings 
related to career transition 
opportunities and upskilling
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https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/mapping-career-causeways-supporting-workers-risk/


We’ve measured the 
similarities between 
1,600+ occupations...

...based on the skills, 
work activities, and 
interpersonal, physical 
and structural contexts 
of each role

In this map, more 
similar jobs are placed 
closer to each other

#MappingCareerCauseways

At a glance

Hotel concierge

Digital media designer

Ticket sales agent
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We see clusters of ‘high risk’ occupations: 
jobs that require similar skills have similar 
levels of suitability for machine learning. #MappingCareerCauseways 9



High-risk occupations have fewer transition options to 
similar lower-risk roles that offer comparable earnings #MappingCareerCauseways 10



Data visualisation: Mapping the labour
market to support career transitions

https://data-viz.nesta.org.uk/career-causeways

#MappingCareerCauseways 11

https://data-viz.nesta.org.uk/career-causeways


Three use cases for the map of occupations

1. Recommending job transitions
by identifying viable and desirable transitions
What other occupation could I move to? 

2. Supporting workers at risk
by mapping the impact of shocks
Which workers may find it most challenging to adapt to shocks?

3. Providing skill recommendations
What skills are required to move between two jobs? 
What training should we offer to displaced workers? 
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Overview of the 
methodology



Overview of the Mapping Career Causeways project

14#MappingCareerCauseways



Crosswalk from O*NET to ESCO occupations

#MappingCareerCauseways

To create the crosswalk, we combined 
automated mapping and manual validation.

The crosswalk and the corresponding code 
is hosted on our Github repository.

Please find full details on the approach in 
the project report.
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https://github.com/nestauk/mapping-career-causeways
https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/mapping-career-causeways-supporting-workers-risk/


Measuring two aspects of automation risk for ESCO occupations
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Overall automation risk Prevalence of ‘bottleneck tasks’



Identifying high risk occupations

‘High risk’ occupations 
have both, high 
overall automation risk 
and low prevalence of 
bottleneck tasks
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Overview of the Mapping Career Causeways project (continued)

#MappingCareerCauseways 18



General approach for finding viable and desirable job transitions
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General approach for finding viable and desirable job transitions
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Building detailed occupational profiles
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US O*NET

- 2,942 occupations in total; we analysed 
transitions between 1,627 top level occupations

- 13,000+ skills, knowledge, attitudes & values
- Hierarchical skills categories related to work 

activity types

- Work context features
- Education & experience level (‘Job zones’)

ASHE
- Estimates of annual earnings

EU ESCO

Data

Automation scores and risk categories from our 
analysis (built on Brynlofsson, Mitchell & Rock, 2018)
Remote labor index by del-Rio Chanona et al. (2020)



Comparing occupations
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Comparing occupation skillsets: NLP-adjusted overlap

Embedings: Reimers & Gurevych (2019) ‘Sentence-BERT: Sentence Embeddings Using Siamese BERT-Networks’
We used the ‘bert-basenli- mean-tokens’ network model, from the sentence-transformers Python package 
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ESCO skills hierarchy

Comparing activities and work context: Occupation feature vectors
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Comparing occupations: Combining all similarity measures

Equally-weighted
average
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Identifying viable transitions by calibrating a similarity threshold

26#MappingCareerCauseways

Calibrate a similarity threshold by leveraging ESCO 
occupational hierarchy and assuming that 
transitions between occupations within the same 
ISCO-08 unit group should be viable.



Calibration of the viability threshold
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Distribution of within-group occupation 
similarities for all ISCO four-digit groups



Identifying safe & desirable transitions

Exposure score = geometric mean of 
(1-Remote Labor Index) and Physical 
proximity (rescaled between 0 and 1)
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Recommending job 
transitions



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xTAVjnHZXV1yZZMhJDxBSY3dXKS9YLkF/preview


Recommendations 
from our career 
transitions 
algorithm is just the 
first step

● In reality, workers face various 
additional challenges and barriers to 
switching jobs

● Each worker will have their own unique 
set of skills and preferences

● The framework will need to be enriched 
with timely data on local vacancies, 
occupation growth forecasts and skills 
training opportunities

● Influencing recruiting practices is also a 
key part of enabling transitions

Until March 2021, we are conducting 
research to validate the career 
transitions algorithm and understand 
how it can be applied in practice.

#MappingCareerCauseways 31



Supporting workers at 
risk by mapping the 
impact of shocks



Strong localisation of automation risk in the occupational landscape
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High-risk occupations have a smaller number of safe & desirable transitions
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Average number of safe and desirable transitions (here, safe 
destination occupations are defined as not being at ‘high risk’)

In terms of median number of transitions, the difference is 42% 
(26. vs 15, respectively)



Some at-risk workers will need more support than others
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The histogram is showing the number of safe and desirable transitions of 
high-risk occupations that simultaneously reduce automation risk and 
increase the prevalence of bottleneck tasks.

Mean = 17; Median = 12 transitions.



Some at-risk workers will need more support than others
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NB: There can be a large variation even within the same 
ISCO four-digit unit group (e.g. transport clerks)



Number of transition options for occupations in different skills-based sectors
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COVID-19 raises the hurdles for at-risk workers

Roles in the sales and services skills-based sector are exposed 
both to automation and high potential impact from COVID-19...

...and also tend to have a smaller number of transitions.
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COVID-19 impacts the range of transitions for at-risk workers

Transitions from high-risk occupations in the sales and services skills-based sector 
to other sectors, and the impact from COVID-19 on the transition destinations
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What’s next?

● Nov 2020: We have published a report outlining the methodology 

● Until Jan 2021: Validate the recommendations from the algorithm

● Jan 2021: Publish the algorithm and code (open source)

● Feb 2021 onwards: 
○ Embed the algorithm into existing tools and products
○ Test whether these help workers to make better career transitions
○ Continue user research with policymakers, employers, employment services

● March 2021: Publishing three user guides 

#MappingCareerCauseways



Thank you!
Karlis Kanders
karlis.kanders@nesta.org.uk

Cath Sleeman
cath.sleeman@nesta.org.uk

Genna Barnett
genna.barnett@nesta.org.uk

Report link
Interactive data visualisation
Github
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